SPORTS

MIT third in New England

By Fred H. Hutchinson

The MIT water polo squad took third place in the New England's by defeating Northeastern nine to six on Saturday.

The regional tournament, which played at MIT's Alumni Pool on Friday and Saturday, started on a bad note, as two teams, Trinity and Southern Connecticut failed to show up and forfeited.

The first round saw Harvard played against Trinity, MIT against Exeter, Northeastern and Southern Connecticut, and Brown playing Bowdoin. Both Harvard and MIT won their first match (Harvard won theirs by forfeit), and so met each other in the fifth game on Friday night. Harvard clearly dominated the game from the start, as they jumped to a two-zero lead at the end of the first quarter. MIT, who just couldn't seem to put together a consistent offensive attack, was plagued by fouls, as three of MIT's starters fouled out before the end of the contest.

The end of the match saw Harvard leading nine-three, with two of the three MIT goals coming on penalty shots by Dave Rose '73.

MIT then went on to meet Northeastern in the consolation bracket's top contest and Harvard on Friday and Saturday, starting on a bad note, getting an early advantage as they scored three of MIT's first four goals on penalty shots by Dave Rose '73.

The start of the second half would again be on the scoring end, and in fact most of the third period was played in front of the NU net. The Northeastern goalie, however, successfully parried most of the MIT shots-on-goal and MIT's first score of the period came as Rose again fired a penalty shot into a corner of the NU goal. The next minute saw several quick MIT drives broken up in front of the Northeastern goal. Then the NU squad rebouned back and set up an offensive drive of their own. The drive was stopped in front of the Tech goal by a foul, but Northeastern went on to score on the penalty shot as Schien blasted the charity try past Bethencourt into the net.

Rose, at the front of the MIT offensive attack into NU territory, took a quick pass from midpool which chopped an open pass in front of the Northeastern goalie and then MIT stole the ball and Rose again led an offensive drive into NU territory. It then appeared that Northeastern might regain their earlier advantage as they scored two quick goals in succession. The undaunted Engineer squad stood right back and Rose narrowly missed a goal as the ball cannoned off the top of the NU goal, and Bethencourt made another spectacular save on a hard thrown penalty try. With less than two minutes remaining in the game, Rose again led an MIT offensive attack into NU territory, took a quick pass from Ed Kavazarian '73, faked, and then lobbed the ball over the head of the NU goalie and into the left corner of the net. After this final goal MIT substituted its complete second team and the game ended MIT 9, NU 6.

By beating Northeastern, game Sunday over Northeastern amply illustrates the quick reflexes and great agility necessary to play goalie. By beating Northeastern, MIT finished in the top four in the New England's, and thus qualified to go on to the Easterns this weekend at Yale.

---

MIT's Dan Bethencourt '75 shown here making several of the extremely fine saves that helped the MIT water polo team win their game Sunday over Northeastern. Simply illustrates the quick reflexes and great agility necessary to play goalie. By beating Northeastern, MIT finished in the top four in the New Englands, and thus qualified to go on to the Easterns this weekend at Yale.

---

FINAL RESULTS

Friday
Harvard 1 Trinity 0 (forfeit)
MIT 10 Exeter 8
NU 1 So. Conn. 0 (forfeit)
Brown 14 Bowdoin 8
Harvard MIT 3

Saturday
Bowdoin 1 So. Conn. 0 (forfeit)
Exeter 18 Andover 5
Brown 9 NU 6
Exeter 18 Bowdoin 4
Andover 1 Trinity 0 (forfeit)
MIT 9 NU 6
Harvard Brown 2

---

MIT's chief penalty shooter, Dave Rose '74 (he was 2/2 in the game Friday against Harvard) aims at the goal past the head of a Northeasterner. The better half ended with the enthusiastic Tech squad on top five to two.

The first half of the MIT vs. Northeastern match was pretty even as both teams had squad swimming hard and scoring two goals each. The second half saw MIT vs. Northeastern out with two fast goals by Ken Epstein '74 and Rose. The third goal of the quarter was also scored by Rose, this time on a penalty shot as part of the second period was marked by many MIT shots on the Northeastern goal. quick swimming, hard hitting fouls, and several exciting saves by MIT's sophomore goalie Dan Bethencourt '75. The first half thus ended with the enthusiastic Tech squad on top five to two.

The second half indicated that the MIT team would again be on the scoring end, and in fact most of the third period was played in front of the NU net. The Northeastern goalie, however, successfully parried most of the MIT shots-on-goal and MIT's first score of the period came as Rose again fired a penalty shot into a corner of the NU goal. The next minute saw several quick MIT drives broken up in front of the Northeastern goal. Then the NU squad rebouned back and set up an offensive drive of their own. The drive was stopped in front of the Tech goal by a foul, but Northeastern went on to score on the penalty shot as Schien blazed the charity try past Bethencourt into the net.

Rose, at the front of the MIT offensive attack into NU territory, took a quick pass from midpool which chopped a quick shot into the NU goal. The third period was marked by much an even contest with both teams swimming hard and scoring two of the three MIT goals coming on penalty shots by Dave Rose '73.
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